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TREX DECKING
AND RAILING
Welcome to your OUTDOOR HOME

SHOES optional
What you’re about to enjoy on a day-to-glorious-day basis is exactly the thing people
book exotic vacations to experience: a private oasis, mere feet from the fridge. No
reservations required. Nobody else hogging the lounge chairs. Just you, your family and
crazy amounts of outdoor fun.
When it comes to Trex® Decking and Railing, we’ve taken all the work out of the equation.
No turning down picnic invitations to re-stain the railings. Never will you miss a beach
weekend so you can sand down the splinters. Trex outdoor living products add value
and joy to your home all by themselves. In fact, the dramatic beauty and carefree
comfort of Trex outdoor living–not to mention our green heritage–is something that’s
most attractive to potential home buyers…that is, if you can ever dream of moving.
So ﬁre up the blender and load up the sunscreen. Because you and your Trex deck are
about to holiday happily ever after.
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WHY TREX ,
IN A NUTSHELL
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Superior style and beauty
Low maintenance
Rich, deep palettes
An almost entirely green product from a legendary green company
The broadest range of style and ﬁnish options
Soft, splinterless comfort that will never rot
A smart investment

25-YEAR LIMITED RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY

Our proven track record of manufacturing durable, high-quality products
has made us the industry’s number one national brand. Under our
warranty, Trex guarantees the peace of mind that our products will not
sustain damage from insects, nor rot, warp or splinter.

GREEN
is about to be your new favorite color

decking: Trex Accents® in Saddle, Madeira & Woodland Brown
railing: Trex® Traditional Railing in Woodland Brown

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS IS ALWAYS A GOOD INVESTMENT
While Trex® may be a larger investment upfront, down the line it saves more green than wood.
In fact, after just ﬁve years, the total cost of owning a wood deck already equals the cost of a
Trex deck, when you consider what you’ll spend in cleaning supplies, stain and your precious
time. On average, you can recoup more than 70% of the cost of adding a deck*, making it one of
the best investments for your home.
*According to Remodeling Magazine’s 2009-2010 “Cost vs. Value” report.

Trex works for your wallet because it:
» doesn’t weaken, split, rot or splinter over time the way wood does
» maintains its high quality and value for years to come
» immediately boosts your home’s value while enhancing its beauty
» has proven to be a key selling point for potential homebuyers
» offers a 25-year limited residential warranty on all of its products
LOOKING OUT AT THE WORLD

And knowing you’ve done your part to protect it.
Spending time outdoors feels a lot better when you’re helping to preserve the outdoors. Our
company was built upon green principles and values, from our innovative materials to our
sustainable processes. In fact, use of Trex Decking and Railing systems contributes to a building’s
enviable LEED points. (The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Green Building Rating
System is the nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction and operation of
high-performance green buildings.)
RECYCLED MATERIALS
At Trex, we reuse as smartly as possible, creating innovative new products from not-so-new
beginnings. Our resources are closely screened for high-quality standards before they go near
a Trex plant.
» Trex saves around 600 million pounds of plastic and wood scrap from landﬁlls every year.
» Trex is made of 95% recycled materials, including plastic shopping bags, reclaimed
wood and sawdust.
» Trex hasn’t felled one tree in all our years in the decking and railing business.
Instead, we use:
»

reclaimed wood from woodworking operations

»

used pallets

»

sawdust (upwards of 300 million pounds a year)

Trex® products have created
great outdoor spaces for such
national environmental
projects as:
» The BASF Near Zero Energy
Home in Paterson, NJ
» The Solar Decathlon,
a collegiate green building
competition
» The National Building
Museum’s “The Green
House” exhibit in
Washington, D.C.

» Trex is the largest plastic bag recycler in the United States, with 7 out of every 10
recycled grocery bags ending up at Trex (about 1.5 billion bags per year).
SUSTAINABLE PROCESSES
We regularly seek out third-party audits to make sure we’re continuously improving our green
practices while meeting all environmental, health and safety guidelines and regulations.
» Trex trailers used to transport wood dust utilize vegetable-based oil hydraulics.
» Our proprietary processing method eliminates smokestacks.
» Factory runoff/refuse is recycled back into the manufacturing line.
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» As much as possible, Trex packaging is made from recycled paper and plastic.

NATURE, done one better.
welcome to

TM

Outdecks all others. Pack up the belt sander and put away the waterseal.
Revolutionary Trex Transcend™ combines enduring beauty and unsurpassed
performance. No more either/or. Offering beneﬁts unmatched by wood, composites
and plastic-like PVC decking, Trex Transcend Decking guarantees a fade and stain
resistant ﬁnish. And when it comes to beauty, longevity and comfort, Transcend
is pure Trex®, featuring decking boards and railings that won’t rot, warp, crack or
splinter. A perfect upgrade from better to best.
1. UNPARALLELED BEAUTY:

With its distinctive, high-deﬁnition wood grain

patterns, Transcend Decking is engineered with a low-sheen, high-trafﬁc technology

Cr
Create
your own custom
de
design with the Trex
Co
Color Visualizer at trex.com/
designtools/colorizer.aspx

that makes it last decades longer than anything else out there. Plus, our four rich,
earth-tone colors (with matching colors for railing, along with Classic White and
Charcoal Black) encourage your own unique mixing and matching to create the
deck of your dreams.

decking: Trex TranscendTM in
Fire Pit & Gravel Path
railing: Trex Transcend in
Fire Pit & Gravel Path with
round aluminum balusters
in Charcoal Black

2. HASSLE-FREE:

Unless you call an occasional cleaning with soap and water

“work,” get ready for hassle-free, carpe diem outdoor living, compliments of the
virtually indestructible Transcend shell, which protects the exposed surfaces

3. FADE, STAIN, SCRATCH & MOLD RESISTANT:

Through changing seasons,

Nor’easters and Arizona summers, Trex Transcend™ Decking promises to maintain
its pure and vibrant color. And those wet planter pots, red wine rings and dropped
barbecue tools are no match for the Transcend fade, stain, scratch and mold
resistant shell.
4. EARTH-FRIENDLY:

Transcend Decking is made of 95% recycled materials,

including plastic shopping bags, reclaimed wood and sawdust. Plus, our manufacturing
process is as green as it gets, with recycled factory runoff and no smokestacks.

The most stubborn resistance
out there. For 25 years, you can
count on the unparalleled fade
and stain ﬁghting performance
of your Transcend Decking.
Find out more about the Trex
Transcend 25-Year Limited Fade
and Stain Warranty at trex.com/
warranty.

Transcend Decking & Railing

and requires no sanding, no staining and no painting. Ever.
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THE GOOD LIFE
is way better outside
Transcend Decking takes the work out of your weekend.

ALL IMAGES:
TM

decking and railing: Trex Transcend
Tree House & Vintage Lantern

SHELL

ALWAYS GREEN: Trex® saves around
CORE

600 million pounds of plastic and
wood scrap from landﬁlls every year.

UNYIELDING TRANSCEND™ SHELL TECHNOLOGY
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
The Transcend line’s protective shell is the key to why Transcend decks are
hassle-free.
VINTAGE LANTERN

» Each board is protected on the three
sides that brave the elements for
superior weather protection.
» The underside breathes to avoid the
surface separation some competitors

» Transcend shell is 2-3 times thicker
than competitive offerings.

a deep-burnished
bronze inspires
Old World elegance

» Proprietary 9-element formulation
produces a natural, low-sheen,
wood-like look.

suffer, ensuring lifelong durability.

TREE HOUSE

a warm earth tone,
beautiful with almost
any house color

AVAILABLE IN FOUR INSPIRED COLORS

(Green-With-Envy not included)
Trex Transcend Decking premieres in four distinctive colors inspired by your most
personal great outdoors: your backyard. Rich, saturated color is engineered right
into the board. So fall in love with one wisely. Because the color you choose is the

GRAVEL PATH

the pristine grey of a
gentriﬁed carriage path,
perfect for a Cape Cod feel

fade, stain and scratch resistant color you’ll enjoy for a lifetime.
TREX TRANSCEND DECKING PROFILES
Our Transcend deck boards come in two proﬁle options: square and grooved. Each
a beautiful and everlasting base for the relaxing, adventurous, fun-ﬁlled outdoor life

FIRE PIT

where spicy barbecue
meets a ﬁery sunset; nice
with rustic architecture

you’re about to unleash. Our grooved boards accommodate our revolutionary Trex
Hideaway® Hidden Fastening System, which allows for a smooth, unfettered ﬁnish.
The clips create a seamless look: no screws, no screw holes, nothing to interrupt the

Transcend fascia boards add the perfect ﬁnishing touch to your backyard oasis. For
more on Hidden Fasteners, see pages 23 and 25.
TRANSCEND RAILINGS
Get creative with our perfect complement of Transcend Railing selections in the
same great colors as Transcend Decking—plus Charcoal Black and Classic White.
Transcend can even bend to your every whim creating custom curves. With all the
railing choices Transcend offers, the sky’s the limit.
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COLOR TIP Mix and match our rich shades, like Vintage
Lantern and Tree House, for a beautiful dimensional look.

Transcend Decking & Railing

smooth texture and comfortable feel of your new Transcend deck. And matching

Get the picture
at trex.com with
deck-size images
of all four colors
at work.

railing: Trex Transcend™
Contemporary Railing
shown in a classic
conﬁguration using
Fire Pit deck boards
over the Gravel Path rail

A RAILING.
A FOOTREST.
And on a good day, the home
run fence for a little wifﬂe ball.

ALWAYS GREEN: Trex Transcend™

Railing is made of Fibrex®
material, which contains 40%
reclaimed wood ﬁber by weight.
We make it easy to pair the elegance and durability of your new Trex Transcend
deck with a full line of matching Transcend Railings. The modular construction of this
railing system offers unique design ﬂexibility and an endless mix of choices.

VINTAGE LANTERN

TREE HOUSE

FIRE PIT

CHARCOAL BLACK

GRAVEL PATH

CLASSIC WHITE

TRANSCEND RAILING FEATURES:
» A strong, sturdy look and feel
» No vibrating, squeaking or rattling, like vinyl railings
» Quick and easy assembly
YOUR RAILING STYLE CHOICES INCLUDE:
» Modern square balusters in each of the four Transcend Decking colors,
plus Charcoal Black and Classic White
» Architectural curved or round aluminum balusters in Charcoal Black
» Traditional painted-look spindles in Classic White
» Glass panel kits that emphasize the view beyond the deck
Transcend Railing is a dream for contractors, too. Their modular components make
ordering a snap, while the TrexExpressTM template and baluster spacers make
installation a breeze.
“Fibrex” is a trademark of, and is used by TREX Company, Inc.
under a license with, Andersen Corporation.

A.

B.

E.
C.

A. TRANSCEND RAILING:

D. TRANSCEND RAILING:

For an elegant complement to a stone walk,
lush garden or intricate ironwork, try a
reﬁned railing in anything-but-basic black.
» Transcend post sleeve, post cap and
post skirt
» Transcend top and bottom rail kit
» Transcend square baluster
» Transcend square hole baluster spacer

The modern look of tidy square balusters
keeps this railing style clean and unfussy.
Perfect for a wood-railing look, without
the wood-railing headache.
» Transcend post sleeve, post cap and
post skirt
» Transcend top and bottom rail kit
» Transcend square balusters
» Transcend square hole baluster spacer

SHOWN: Charcoal Black

SHOWN: Gravel Path

B. ARCHITECTURAL:
E. CURVED TRANSCEND RAILING:

SHOWN: Charcoal Black & Classic White

SHOWN: Tree House & Vintage Lantern

Transcend can literally bend to your every
whim, creating custom curves for an
amazing showpiece deck.*
» Transcend post sleeve, post cap and
post skirt
» Transcend top and bottom rail kit
» Transcend square balusters
» Transcend square hole baluster spacer

C. GLASS PANELING:
If the scene beyond your deck is without
compare, let glass panels celebrate the
view no matter where you kick back.
» Transcend post sleeve,
post cap and post skirt
» Transcend glass panel kit

*Due to technical and equipment requirements,
Trex Transcend™ railing can be curved off-site
by a professional.

Transcend Decking & Railing

D.

Our curved aluminum balusters create a
highly visible, uniquely modern railing for
a one-of-a-kind deck.
» Transcend post sleeve, post cap and
post skirt
» Transcend top and bottom rail kit
» Architectural aluminum balusters
» Baluster spacer for Architectural
aluminum balusters

SHOWN: Classic White
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ALWAYS GREEN: Trex® decks and

railings have created great
outdoor spaces for such national
environmental projects as:
» Maui Wildlife Refuge Complex,
Kealia Pond NWR in Hawaii
» Point Deﬁance Zoo, Theater and
Kids Zone in Tacoma, WA

ESPRESSO

deep coffee hue feels rich
and earthy; adds a modern
touch to even the most
traditional home

SOMEWHERE IN THE AMAZON, A SPIDER MONKEY IS SAYING THANKS
Know that luxurious, variegated stripe of Brazilian hardwoods? It’s the primary
inspiration for our beautiful Trex Brasilia® Decking. Every morning you wander
out with the paper, you can enjoy the exotic look and lush feel of the rainforest
underfoot without an ounce of guilt. Not to mention without ever oiling, staining or

CAYENNE

reddish-black striations
are lush and spicy; the
perfect setting for ﬁestas

pre-drilling. So go enjoy your outdoors just that much more.
Premium Brasilia Decking offers:
» The exotic look of tropical hardwood
» A smooth, soft-to-the-touch surface

BURNISHED AMBER

sunny golden tones feel
tropical; contrast stunningly
with your verdant lawn
and garden

» Subtle shading and natural color variations
TREX BRASILIA COLORS
The subtle shading and natural variations look unique with each of the three Brasilia
colors. And, when paired with Trex Railing Systems, you can take your deck from

Enjoy a seamless,
smooth ﬁnish with
Trex Hideaway®
Hidden Fasteners.

beautiful to truly exotic with your own design ﬂair.
RAILING OPTIONS FOR TREX BRASILIA DECKS
Trex TranscendTM Railing, Trex Traditional and Trex Designer Series Railing ® set off
Brasilia decks to perfection. Get creative with color, baluster, post and rail combinations
for your unique, long-loved deck design.
6 TRANSCEND COLORS:

Vintage Lantern, Tree House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit,

Charcoal Black and Classic White.
3 DESIGNER/TRADITIONAL COLORS:

Burnished Amber, Cayenne,

and Woodland Brown.

DESIGN TIP Add more dimension to Trex Designer Series Railing®
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by mixing colors on the balusters and hand rail, for instance,
or creating a special custom design.

decking: Trex Brasilia® in
Cayenne & Burnished Amber
railing: Trex Designer Series Railing®
in Cayenne & Burnished Amber

Increase your “AAHHH” footprint.

decking: Trex Brasilia in Cayenne & Burnished Amber

Composite Decking & Railing

DECREASE YOUR
CARBON FOOTPRINT

decking: Trex Brasilia in Burnished Amber

decking: Trex Accents® in Saddle,
Madeira & Winchester Grey
railing: Trex Designer Series
Railing® in Saddle & Madeira

BARE FEET’S
BEST FRIEND
The subtle comfort of wood grain in

decking: Trex Accents in
Saddle & Woodland Brown

decking: Trex Accents in Saddle

®

ALWAYS GREEN: Trex® has

engineered a way for even the
recyclables to work simpatico:
The plastic shields the wood from
moisture and insect damage,
preventing rotting and splintering,
while the wood protects the plastic
from UV damage and provides a
natural, attractive look and feel.
Ah, harmony.

BEAUTY AND BRAINS

WOODLAND BROWN

When it comes to your deck, there’s nothing like the elegant beauty of a subtle

deep, chocolatey tones contrast
wonderfully with lighter homes
for a crisp, modern design

wood grain. Soft underfoot and splinter-free, Trex Accents® gives you the look of a
wood deck with less maintenance than a wood deck. Not to mention the easygoing
luxury of engineered durability. Is that smart or what?
Trex Accents offers:
» The look of a wood deck, with low maintenance
» Smooth, soft, splinterless comfort

SADDLE

rich honey color great on
decks ﬂooded with sunshine;
coordinates beautifully with
Woodland Brown

» Four rich, complementary colors
» TREX ACCENTS FIRE DEFENSE® meets California and San Diego County
standards. Available in select areas. Meets ASTM E84 Class B Flame Spread

WINCHESTER GREY

sleek, smooth and sophisticated;
gorgeous with cool-toned homes

and CA SFM 12-7A-4 Underﬂame and Burning Brand requirements.
Accents Fire Defense only available in Winchester Grey and Saddle.

RAILING OPTIONS FOR TREX ACCENTS DECKS
Accents decks can be paired with three stately railings systems: Trex TranscendTM,

MADEIRA

peppery red warms up any
backyard with rustic charm

Trex® Traditional and Trex Designer Series Railing® (see page 18). Get creative with
color, baluster and post cap combinations to make your deck uniquely your own.

Fire Pit, Charcoal Black and Classic White
» 4 DESIGNER/TRADITIONAL COLORS: mix-and-match Woodland Brown,
Saddle, Winchester Grey, and Madeira

COLOR TIP Create drama with contrasting railing
colors. Shown here: Transcend Classic White paired
with Designer Woodland Brown.

Enjoy a seamless,
smooth ﬁnish with
Trex Hideaway®
Hidden Fasteners.

Composite Decking & Railing

» 6 TRANSCEND COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree House, Gravel Path,
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ALWAYS GREEN: As a proud member
of the U.S. Green Building Council,
Trex® is continually working to
improve the way America’s buildings
and communities are designed,
constructed and operated.

SADDLE

rich honey color,
great on decks ﬂooded
with sunshine

SAY GOODBYE TO WOOD FOR GOOD
So you’re an outdoors kind of group. A lake versus the beach. Camping over condos.
While not exactly roughing it, the deep grains in every Contours board wrap your home
in a dramatic woodland feel, perfect for your casual, low maintenance lifestyle. Not to
mention the occasional backyard camp out.

WINCHESTER GREY

sleek and sophisticated;
gorgeous with
cool-toned homes

Trex Contours® offers:
» A deep, lush wood grain pattern in an eco-friendly material
» A real-wood look with less maintenance than real wood
» A comfortable, splinter-free way to enjoy the outdoors

MADEIRA

peppery red warms
up any backyard with
rustic charm
Available via special order

TREX CONTOURS COLORS
The bold grain pattern of Contours ﬁnds a unique home with each of the three
Contours colors. Pair it with our Trex Railing Systems, and you’ve got an outdoor
sanctuary by your own design.

Enjoy a seamless,
smooth ﬁnish with
Trex Hideaway®
Hidden Fasteners.

RAILING OPTIONS FOR TREX CONTOURS DECKS
Great railing ﬁnishes such as Trex TranscendTM, Trex Traditional and Trex Designer
Series Railing® make Contours decks really shine.
» 6 TRANSCEND COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree House, Gravel Path,
Fire Pit, Charcoal Black and Classic White
» 4 DESIGNER/TRADITIONAL COLORS: mix-and-match Woodland Brown,
Saddle, Winchester Grey and Madeira

COLOR TIP Add some unexpected southern charm to your home
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with colonial spindles on your Transcend Railing, even matching
the rail top cap with your trim and shutters.

Composite Decking & Railing

ALL THE DRAMA
(and none of the heartache). That’s

decking: Trex Contours® in Madeira
railing: Trex TranscendTM in Classic White

decking: Trex Contours in Winchester Grey

decking: Trex Contours in Madeira

PLENTY OF TIME
FOR PLAYTIME.
So maybe you’re more of a purist when it comes to your decking and railing, but draw the line at
powerwashing the peeling paint. Clearly, you have better things to do with the weekends. Luckily,
you’ve got two great choices. While our Trex Designer Series Railing® gets its beauty and strength
from its seven-component conﬁguration, Trex® Traditional Railing includes the clean, solid look of a
stick-built wood railing with the durability, ease and splinterlessness of Trex.
See how our railing pieces and six fantastic colors conﬁgure to perfectly complement any deck. Not to
mention a storybook summer afternoon.

» The ﬂexibility to mix and match colors

WOODLAND
BROWN

SADDLE

WINCHESTER
GREY

MADEIRA

CAYENNE

BURNISHED
AMBER

» A deeper, richer palette than vinyl railing
» A lasting beauty with far less maintenance than wood railing
» A strong, sturdy look and feel
» No vibrating, squeaking or rattling, like vinyl railing
» Elegantly shaped rails
» Our innovative TrexExpressTM template makes installation a snap

» Traditional stick-built look
» Flexibility to craft any railing design or style
» Available in six colors to match or complement your Trex® deck
» Compatible for use with Trex Designer Series Railing balusters
and Trex Decorative Balusters
» Combine with Trex 2x4 boards for top and bottom rails and
a 1” board for a top cap
» Backed by a 25-year limited residential warranty

A.

Railing

B.

E.

C.

A. DESIGNER RAILING:

D. TRADITIONAL RAILING:

» Designer Series post sleeve or
Designer Railpost, post sleeve
cap or Railpost cap and post skirt

» Post sleeve or Railpost

» Designer Series top and bottom
railing kit
» Designer Series square baluster kit
SHOWN: Saddle

» Trex 1” board top rail
» 2x4 boards for top and bottom railing
» Traditional Series square baluster kit
SHOWN: Saddle

E. ARCHITECTURAL:
» Post sleeve or Railpost

B. DESIGNER CONTEMPORARY:
» Designer Series post sleeve or
Designer Railpost, post sleeve cap
or Railpost cap and post skirt

D.

» 2x4 boards for top and bottom railing
» Architectural aluminum balusters
SHOWN: Madeira & Charcoal Black

» Contemporary round aluminum balusters
(15 per 6’ section/20 per 8’ section)
» Baluster connectors
SHOWN: Saddle & Charcoal Black

C. DESIGNER RAILING:
» Designer Series post sleeve or
Designer Railpost, post sleevecap
or Railpost cap and post skirt
» Designer Series top and bottom
railing kit

Visit trex.com/railing/
modularcomponents for
inspiration and more
railing ideas to create
your own great look.

Composite Decking & Railing

» Designer Series top and bottom
railing kit

» Trex 1” board top rail

» Additional top railing kit

SHOWN: Burnished Amber & Cayenne
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» Designer Series square baluster kit

WEEKEND TO-DO LIST:
RETIRE TO DECK.

decking: Trex Escapes® in Acorn
railing: Trex TranscendTM in Classic White

CENTER

decking: Trex Escapes in Pewter
RIGHT

railing: Trex Transcend
in Charcoal Black

Cre
Create
your own custom deck
wi
with our 3D Deck Designer tool
at trex.com/deckdesigner

THE EASIEST, BREEZIEST DECK YOU CAN OWN

PEWTER

Come Saturday morning, your plans include working on your backhand, your salsa

a warmly elegant hue
that’s at once traditional
and chic

recipe, and your Great American Novel (well, we’ll see about that last one). Exactly
the not-working-on-the-deck kind of weekend made possible by Trex Escapes®.
Our revolutionary cellular PVC technology will last years beyond a wood deck, giving
you decades to spend your weekends however you see ﬁt.
Trex Escapes offers:

ACORN

a reddish, brownish
beauty that’s perfect with
wooded landscapes

» Natural earth-tone colors in a subtle wood grain
» Outstanding scratch, stain, and mold resistance
» Easy soap and water cleaning
» Trex Escapes meets ASTM E84 Class A Flame Spread and CA SFM 12-7A-4
Underﬂame and Burning Brand requirements.
TREX ESCAPES COLORS
Escapes has some of the richest colors of any PVC decking out there, along with
an organic-looking wood grain that feels the most natural of any in its class. Pair it
with our Trex® Railing Systems, and you’ve got an outdoor sanctuary by your own
design.
RAILING OPTIONS FOR TREX ESCAPES DECKS
» 6 TRANSCEND COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree House, Gravel Path,
Fire Pit, Charcoal Black and Classic White

PVC Decking

COLOR TIP For a dramatic look with maximum impact,
contrast your deck color with Trex Transcend Railing in
monochromatic Charcoal Black.
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specs

®

TREX DECKING AND RAILING
OPTIONS. START DREAMING.
TRANSCEND DECKING

BRASILIA DECKING

TRANSCEND RAILING

Select the decking
line you like, then
look below for
its coordinating
railing series.

ALL 6 COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree

ALL 6 COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree

House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit, Classic White

House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit, Classic White

and Charcoal Black.

and Charcoal Black.

COLOR TIP

COLOR TIP

Vintage Lantern and Tree House look great
together while Gravel Path and Fire Pit
make a lovely couple.

Pick up the rich striping detail of the
Brasilia boards with a darker shade of
railing, like Vintage Lantern railing with
Burnished Amber boards, or Charcoal Black
railing with Cayenne boards.

TRADITIONAL RAILING

DESIGNER RAILING

3 COLORS: Burnished Amber, Cayenne

and Woodland Brown.

PLEASE TRY ONE
OF OUR OTHER
RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

COLOR TIP

A Brasilia deck in Cayenne feels rich
and tropical with the same color railing,
while a Burnished Amber deck with
a combination of Burnished Amber
and Woodland Brown railing is an
unexpected twist.

3 COLORS: Burnished Amber, Cayenne

and Woodland Brown.

PLEASE TRY ONE
OF OUR OTHER
RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

COLOR TIP

Go for a sleek monochromatic look
with an all-Cayenne outdoor room,
with matching deck and railing, or add
architectural balusters into the mix
for a modern angle.

TREX HIDEAWAY® HIDDEN FASTENERS: If you choose grooved boards for your deck, you have
the option of using the exclusive Trex Hideaway Hidden Fastener System. These fasteners clip
between each board for a seamless, fastener-free look. No screws, no screw holes, nothing to
interrupt the smooth texture and comfortable feel of your new Trex deck.

ACCENTS DECKING

CONTOURS DECKING

ESCAPES DECKING

ALL 6 COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree

ALL 6 COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree

ALL 6 COLORS: Vintage Lantern, Tree

House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit, Classic White

House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit, Classic White

House, Gravel Path, Fire Pit, Classic White

and Charcoal Black.

and Charcoal Black.

and Charcoal Black.

COLOR TIP

COLOR TIP

COLOR TIP

Add dimension to your Woodland Brown
deck with a Transcend Railing in Charcoal
Black. Or try something more traditional
with a Saddle deck and Classic White
railing to match the house’s woodwork.

Contours’ rich grain gains a southwestern
feel when Madeira is paired with a Tree
House railing. Or, try something cool and
sophisticated, like Winchester Grey deck
with a Gravel Path railing.

The smooth, subtle grain of a Pewter deck
looks especially sharp when surrounded
by a railing in Charcoal Black. Or, for
especially hot climates, you can’t go
wrong with a light deck in Acorn paired
with a Classic White railing.

4 COLORS: Saddle, Woodland Brown,

4 COLORS: Saddle, Woodland Brown,

Winchester Grey and Madeira.

Winchester Grey and Madeira.

COLOR TIP

COLOR TIP

A Winchester Grey deck highlights
the natural wood grain. Then add
Madeira railing with tubular aluminum
balusters to frame the space with a
warm, contemporary border.

Up the rustic charm of your Contours
deck in Saddle with the ruddy warmth
of a Madeira railing. Equally stunning is
Winchester Grey decking with the same
colored railing.

4 COLORS: Saddle, Woodland Brown,

4 COLORS: Saddle, Woodland Brown,

Winchester Grey and Madeira.

Winchester Grey and Madeira.

COLOR TIP

COLOR TIP

Create a picture perfect frame with Saddle
boards on a Woodland Brown deck, further
complemented by Woodland Brown and
Saddle railing.

Try a classic: the deeply grooved Saddle
deck with a stick-built look of a railing
also in Saddle. Or for something uniquely
modern, think about warm Madeira
decking and cool Winchester Grey railing.

PLEASE TRY ONE
OF OUR OTHER
RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

PLEASE TRY ONE
OF OUR OTHER
RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS
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TREX DECKING COLORS
®

DECKING
TRANSCEND DECKING
TREE HOUSE

FIRE PIT

VINTAGE LANTERN

GRAVEL PATH

COLOR NOW AND 25 YEARS FROM NOW

COLOR NOW AND 25 YEARS FROM NOW

COLOR NOW AND 25 YEARS FROM NOW

COLOR NOW AND 25 YEARS FROM NOW

BRASILIA DECKING
BURNISHED AMBER

UNWEATHERED

CAYENNE

WEATHERED

ESPRESSO

UNWEATHERED

WEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WEATHERED

ACCENTS DECKING
SADDLE

UNWEATHERED

MADEIRA

WEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WOODLAND BROWN

WEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WINCHESTER GREY

WEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WEATHERED

CONTOURS DECKING
SADDLE

UNWEATHERED

MADEIRA

WEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WINCHESTER GREY

WEATHERED

ESCAPES DECKING
ACORN

PEWTER

UNWEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

UNWEATHERED

WEATHERED

TREX DECKING
®

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & PROFILES
DECKING

DESCRIPTION

ITEM NUMBER

COLORS

1” Square Edge Board

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Transcend
Transcend
Transcend

XX010612TS48
XX010616TS48
XX010620TS48

TH, VL, GP, FP

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Brasilia (Special Order)
Brasilia
Brasilia (Special Order)

XX010612BS48
XX010616BS48
XX010620BS48

AM, CY, ES

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Accents
Accents
Accents

XX010612AS48
XX010616AS48
XX010620AS48

WG, WB, MB, SD

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Contours (Special Order)
Contours
Contours (Special Order)

XX010612CS48
XX010616CS48
XX010620CS48

WG, MB, SD

1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Escapes
Escapes

1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Fire Defense
Fire Defense

XX010616FS48
XX010620FS48

WG, SD

2 x 4 x 12’
2 x 4 x 16’

Smooth
Smooth

XX020412BS120
XX020416BS120

AM, CY

2 x 4 x 12’
2 x 4 x 16’
2 x 6 x 12’
2 x 6 x 16’
2 x 6 x 20’

Smooth
Smooth
Accents
Accents
Accents

XX020412OS120
XX020416OS120
XX020612AS72
XX020616AS72
XX020620AS72

WG, WB, MB, SD

2 x 6 x 20’

Fire Defense

XX020620FS72

WG, SD

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Transcend
Transcend
Transcend

XX010612TG48
XX010616TG48
XX010620TG48

TH, VL, GP, FP

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Brasilia
Brasilia
Brasilia

XX010612BG48
XX010616BG48
XX010620BG48

AM, CY, ES

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Accents
Accents
Accents

XX010612AG48
XX010616AG48
XX010620AG48

WG, WB, MB, SD

1 x 6 x 12’
1 x 6 x 16’
1 x 6 x 20’

Contours
Contours
Contours

XX010612CG48
XX010616CG48
XX010620CG48

WG, SD, MB*

1 x 8 x 12’

Transcend

XX010812TS60

TH, VL, GP, FP

1 x 8 x 12’

Smooth

XX010812OS60

WG, WB, MB, SD

1 x 12 x 12’

Transcend

XX011212TS40

TH, VL, GP, FP

1 x 12 x 12’

Brasilia

XX011212BS40

AM, CY, ES

1 x 12 x 12’

Smooth

XX011212OS40

WG, WB, MB, SD

1 x 12 x 12’

Escapes

Actual Dimensions: 1” x 5.5”

2” Square Edge Board
Actual Dimensions:
2x4: 1.5”x 3.5”
2x6: 1.5”x 5.5”

1” Grooved Edge Board
Actual Dimensions: 1” x 5.5”

1” x 8’ Fascia
Actual Dimensions:
.75” x 7.25” x 12’

1” x 12’ Fascia
Actual Dimensions:
.75” x 11.375” x 12’

XX = COLOR PREFIX:

VL
TH

Vintage Lantern
Tree House

GP
FP

Gravel Path
Fire Pit

ES
CY

Espresso
Cayenne

AM Burnished Amber
WB Woodland Brown

(MB available via Special Order)

AC, PW

*available via Special Order

AC, PW

SD Saddle
WG Winchester Grey

MB
PW

Madeira
Pewter

AC

Acorn

DESCRIPTION

ITEM NUMBER

Connector Clip (stainless steel)

50 sq. ft. box
500 sq. ft. bucket
400 sq. ft. bag
50 sq. ft. box
500 sq. ft. bucket
Router Bit

CLIPCONNECT
CLIPBUCKET
CLIPSTART
DA00001
DA00002
ROUTERBIT

Start/Stop Clip (stainless steel)
Universal Fastener (plastic)
Router Bit
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TREX HIDEAWAY® HIDDEN FASTENER SYSTEM

TREX TRANSCEND™ RAILING
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & PROFILES
STEPS

STEP 2

Post Sleeve Skirt

STEP 3

Post Sleeve

Railings

FIRE
GRAVEL
PIT PATH

TREE HOUSE

CLASSIC WHITE

STEP 1

COLORS

DESCRIPTION

4x4
4x4
6x6
6x6

39” Post Sleeve
96” Post Sleeve
39” Post Sleeve
96” Post Sleeve

ITEM NUMBER

XX040439APS
XX040496APS
WT060639APS
WT060696APS

(Each 4x4 Post Sleeve includes a corrugated
TrexExpress Railing Assembly Tool)

(Each 4x4 Post Sleeve includes a corrugated
TrexExpress Railing Assembly Tool)

4 x 4 Post Sleeve Skirt
6 x 6 Post Sleeve Skirt

XXSKIRT4X4
WTSKIRT6X6

6’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit
8’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit
6’ Top & Bottom Stair Rail Kit
8’ Top & Bottom Stair Rail Kit
6’ Universal Rail Kit
8’ Universal Rail Kit
6’ Universal Stair Rail Kit
8’ Universal Stair Rail Kit
6’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
6’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
6’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
6’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
8’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
8’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
8’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
8’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
6’ x 36” Glass Panel Rail Kit
91.5” Railing Top Cap*

XX06HRK
XX08HRK
XX06SRK
XX08SRK
XX06HURK
XX08HURK
XX06SURK
XX08SURK
WT0636HRK
WT0642HRK
WT0636SRK
WT0642SRK
WT0836HRK
WT0842HRK
WT0836SRK
WT0842SRK
WT0636HPK
XXTOPCAP*

STEP 4

Balusters/Spindles

STEP 5

Post Sleeve Cap

CHARCOAL BLACK

GRAVEL PATH

VINTAGE LANTERN

* Railing Top Cap available in Charcoal Black (Insert color preﬁx:
BK), Acorn (AC), Madeira (MB), Winchester Grey (WG), and
Woodland Brown (WB)

30” Square Baluster Kit (16 per kit)
36” Square Baluster Kit (16 per kit)
36” Colonial Spindle Kit (16 per kit)
30 x 1 Architectural Baluster (5 per kit)
32 x 1 Architectural Baluster (5 per kit)
36 x 1 Architectural Baluster (5 per kit)
40 x 1 Architectural Baluster (5 per kit)
Architectural Baluster Spacer—Level
Architectural Baluster Spacer—Stairs
26 x 3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)
30 x 3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)
32 x 3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)
36 x 3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)
Round Hole Contemporary Baluster Spacer—Level
Round Hole Contemporary Baluster Spacer—Stairs

XX020230SBK
XX020236SBK
WT020236CSP
BK0130VBK
BK0132VBK
BK0136VBK
BK0140VBK
XXHVASPCR
XXSVASPCR
BK3Q26RBK
BK3Q30RBK
BK3Q32RBK
BK3Q36RBK
XXBALSPACER
XXBALSPACESTR

Flat 4 x 4 Post Sleeve Cap
Pyramid 4 x 4 Post Sleeve Cap
Flat 6 x 6 Post Sleeve Cap
Pyramid 6 x 6 Post Sleeve Cap

XXSQCAP4X4
XXPYCAP4X4
WTSQCAP6X6
WTPYCAP6X6

TREX TRANSCEND™ RAILING KITS
TRANSCEND RAILING SYSTEM
TOP & BOTTOM RAIL KIT
»
»
»
»
»

UNIVERSAL TOP & BOTTOM RAIL KIT

Standard Top Rail
Standard Bottom Rail
Adjustable Foot Block
Square Hole Baluster Spacers
Mounting Hardware

item number
XX06HRK
XX08HRK
XX06SRK
XX08SRK

»
»
»
»

2 Standard Bottom Rails
Adjustable Foot Block
Square Hole Baluster Spacers
Mounting Hardware

description
6’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit
8’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit
6’ Top & Bottom Stair Rail Kit
8’ Top & Bottom Stair Rail Kit

item number
XX06HURK
XX08HURK
XX06SURK
XX08SURK

GLASS PANEL KIT
»
»
»
»
»
»

COMPLETE TOP & BOTTOM RAIL KIT
»
»
»
»
»
»

Standard Top Rail
Standard Bottom Rail
Mounting Hardware
4 Panel Support Moldings
2 Pcs. Weatherstrip
4 - 8” Baluster Spacers

item number
WT0636HPK

description
6’ Universal Rail Kit
8’ Universal Rail Kit
6’ Universal Stair Rail Kit
8’ Universal Stair Rail Kit

Standard Top Rail
Standard Bottom Rail
Baluster for Foot Block
Square Hole Baluster Spacers
Balusters
Mounting Hardware

description
6’ x 36” Glass Panel Rail Kit

item number
WT0636HRK
WT0642HRK
WT0636SRK
WT0642SRK
WT0836HRK
WT0842HRK
WT0836SRK
WT0842SRK

description
6’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
6’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
6’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
6’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
8’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
8’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Horizontal
8’ x 36” Complete Rail Kit—Stair
8’ x 42” Complete Rail Kit—Stair

TRANSCEND SYSTEM COMPONENT PARTS
DESCRIPTION

ITEM NUMBER
XX= INSERT COLOR PREFIX

0 Degree Railing Cut Kit
45 Degree Gasket & RSB Adaptor Kit
Stair Railing Cut Kit
0 Degree Rail Connection Gaskets
22.5 Degree Rail Connection Gaskets
45 Degree Rail Connection Gaskets
Stair Rail Connection Gaskets

XXHCUT
XX45RSBADAP
XXSCUT
XX00HGAS
XX22HGAS
WT45HGAS
XX00SGAS

WT—Classic White
BK—Charcoal Black
FP—Fire Pit
TH—Tree House
GP—Gravel Path
VL—Vintage Lantern
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®

TREX DESIGNER AND TRADITIONAL SERIES RAILING
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & PROFILES

STEP 1

STEPS

Posts

DESCRIPTION

ITEM NUMBER

4 x 4 48” Post Sleeve

XX040448PS

4 x 4 108” Post Sleeve

XX0404108PS

4 x 4 52” Railpost

XX040452

STEP 2

(TrexExpress™ template available
for quick & accurate assembly)

Railpost Skirt/
Post Sleeve
Skirt

4 x 4 Post Sleeve Skirt

XXRPSSKIRT

4 x 4 Railpost Skirt

XXSKIRT

STEP 3

CAYENNE

BURNISHED
AMBER

COLORS

Railings

6’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit*

XX06HRK

* (Includes standard top & bottom rails, baluster
for foot block & mounting hardware)

(Level & Stair sections available)

SADDLE

STEP 4

The 1” boards and 2x4 boards needed to accomplish the
Traditional railing conﬁguration are listed under Decking

Balusters/Spindles

30” Square Baluster Kit (16 per kit)

XX020230SBK

36” Square Baluster Kit (16 per kit)

XX020236SBK

144” Bulk Balusters

XX2X2X144B

30x1 Architectural Baluster Kit (5 per kit)

BK0130VBK

32x1 Architectural Baluster Kit (5 per kit)

BK0132VBK

36x1 Architectural Baluster Kit (5 per kit)

BK0136VBK

40x1 Architectural Baluster Kit (5 per kit)

BK0140VBK

Railpost Cap/
Post Sleeve Cap

WOODLAND
BROWN

STEP 5

WINCHESTER
GREY

MADEIRA

(All of these are only to be purchased when
constructing a Transcend or Traditional railing)

XX= INSERT COLOR PREFIX

DESIGNER RAILING SYSTEM
TOP & BOTTOM RAIL KIT
includes:
» Standard Top Rail
» Standard Bottom Rail
» Baluster for Foot Block
» Mounting Hardware

item number
XX06HRK
description
6’ Top & Bottom Rail Kit
(Level & Stair sections available)

26x3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)

BK3Q26RBK

30x3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)

BK3Q30RBK

32x3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)

BK3Q32RBK

36x3/4 Round Baluster Kit (10 per kit)

BK3Q36RBK

3/4” Round Baluster Connector

BK075HCON

3/4” Stair Round Baluster Connector

BK075SCON

Flat Post Cap
Pyramid Post Cap
Flat Post Sleeve Cap
Pyramid Post Sleeve Cap

XXSQCAP
XXPYCAP
XXRPSSQCAP
XXRPSPYCAP

AM—Burnished Amber
CY—Cayenne

MB—Madeira
SD—Saddle

WB—Woodland Brown
WG—Winchester Grey

DESIGNER SYSTEM COMPONENT PARTS
DESCRIPTION
Designer Railing Cut Kit
72” Top Hand Rail Replacement Kit
Designer Railing Post TrexExpress Tool
Designer Railing Sleeve TrexExpress Tool

ITEM NUMBER
DSRAILKIT
XX06THRPL
RAILTOOL
PSTOOL

®

TREX ADA COMPLIANT HANDRAIL
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & PROFILES
DESCRIPTION & ITEM NUMBER

1

104” Straight Rail, 1.5” diameter

2

(PVC with Aluminum Stiffener)
BLACK: BKADARAIL
SADDLE: SDADARAIL
WHITE: WTADARAIL

2

1

Wall Return w/Cover Plate

3

(PVC with Aluminum Stiffener)
BLACK: BKADA90WRK
SADDLE: SDADA90WRK
WHITE: WTADA90WRK

3

5
4

Straight Wall Return
(Cast Iron)
BLACK: BKADASWRK
SADDLE: SDADASWRK
WHITE: WTADASWRK

7
4

9

Handrail Bracket w/Screws & Cap

11

(Cast Iron)
BLACK: BKADARBK
SADDLE: SDADARBK
WHITE: WTADARBK

5

6

90 Degree Corner
(PVC)
BLACK: BK90CORN
SADDLE: SD90CORN
WHITE: WT90CORN

DESCRIPTION & ITEM NUMBER

6

End Loop

9

(PVC with Aluminum Stiffener)

Adjustable Joiner
ALUMINUM: ALADJOIN

BLACK: BKADALOOP
SADDLE: SDADALOOP
WHITE: WTADALOOP

7

8

Post Return (“Candy Cane”)

10

Joint Ring

(PVC with Aluminum Stiffener)

(Plastic)

BLACK: BKADARET
SADDLE: SDADARET
WHITE: WTADARET

BLACK: BKADARING
SADDLE: SDADARING
WHITE: WTADARING

Straight Joiner
ALUMINUM: ALSTJOIN

11

Rail End Cap
(Plastic)
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BLACK: BKADACAP
SADDLE: SDADACAP
WHITE: WTADACAP

TREX TRANSCEND™ LIMITED COMMERCIAL WARRANTY
For a period of ten (10) years from the date of original
purchase, Trex Company, Inc. (hereinafter “Trex”)
warrants to the original end-user commercial purchaser
(the “Purchaser”) that Trex Transcend™ decking (the
“Product”) will perform, under normal commercial use
and service conditions, as follows:

the Product. If the surface of the Product is damaged or
punctured, this warranty will be voided.

Fade Resistance: The Product shall not fade in color
from light and weathering exposure as measured by
color change of more than 5 Delta E (CIE) units.

Railing: This warranty does not cover Trex Transcend
railing components.

The Product is designed to resist fading. No material is
fade proof when exposed to years of UV exposure and
the elements. The Product is designed to resist fading,
and will not in any event fade by more than 5 Delta E
(CIE) units.
Stain Resistance: The Product shall be resistant to
permanent staining resulting from spills of food and
beverage items including ketchup, mustard, salad oils,
tea, wine, coffee, fruit punch, barbeque sauce, grease,
sodas and other food and beverage related items
that would typically be present on a deck, or mold and
mildew naturally occurring in the environment, provided
that such substances are removed from the Product
with soap and water or mild household cleaners after
no more than one (1) week of exposure of the food or
beverage to the surface or ﬁrst appearance of the mold
and mildew.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Trex does not warrant
that the Product is stain-proof, and does not warrant
stain resistance resulting from spilled or otherwise
applied food and beverage substances which are not
properly cleaned as provided above within one (1) week
of exposure. In addition, materials not covered in the
stain resistant warranty include abrasive compounds
of acidic or basic pH, paints or stains, strong solvents,
metallic rust or other abnormal commercial deck use
items, and non-food and non-beverage substances,
including but not limited to, biocides, fungicides, plant
food, or bactericides. Mold and mildew can settle and
grow on any outdoor surface, including this Product. You
should periodically clean your deck to remove dirt and
pollen that can feed mold and mildew. This warranty
does not cover mold and mildew which is not properly
cleaned as provided above within one (1) week of ﬁrst
appearance.
Commercial Purchaser: For purposes of this warranty,
a “commercial purchaser” shall refer to any purchaser
other than an individual residential homeowner.
Standard Trex Company Limited Commercial
Warranty: This warranty is in addition to the standard
Trex Company Limited Commercial Warranty that
applies to all Trex products.
Transferability: This warranty may be transferred to
subsequent buyers of the property upon which the
Product was originally installed.
Exclusions from Warranty Coverage:
Exposure to Heat: Direct or indirect contact with
extreme heat sources (over 250 degrees) may cause
fading and may damage the surface of the Product, and
any effects of such exposure are expressly excluded
from coverage under this warranty.
Surface Damage: Never use metal shovels or sharpedged tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of

Paint Or Other Materials Applied to Trex Transcend
Decking: If paint or other coating materials are applied
to the Product, this warranty will be voided.

Other Exclusions: This warranty shall not cover any
condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of
the Product and/or failure to abide by Trex’s installation
guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping;
(2) use of the Product beyond normal commercial use, or
in an application not recommended by Trex’s guidelines
and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion,
collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting
structure on which the Product is installed; (4) any act of
God (such as ﬂooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning,
etc.), (5) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of
the Product by Purchaser, any transferee or third parties,
(6) any fading or staining not on the walking surface
of the Product (i.e., the underside or the ends of the
Product); or (7) ordinary wear and tear.
Procedure for Making a Claim under this Warranty
In order to make a claim under this warranty, Purchaser
must do the following:
1. If the Purchaser is making a claim relating to the
warranty on stain resistance, Purchaser must do as
follows:
(a) Purchaser must try to clean the affected area of the
deck by using the cleaning procedures described above
within one (1) week of exposure of the food or beverage
to the Product or ﬁrst appearance of the mold and
mildew.
(b) If the affected area remains reasonably unsatisfactory
after Purchaser has tried these cleaning procedures,
then Purchaser must have the affected area of the deck
professionally cleaned at Purchaser’s expense.
(c) If the affected area remains reasonably unsatisfactory
after the professional cleaning, Purchaser may make
a claim under this warranty, provided that such claim
is made within thirty (30) days after the professional
cleaning.
2. To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser,
or the transferee, shall send to Trex, within the warranty
period referred to above (10 years after date of original
purchase), a description and photographs of the
affected area of the Product, proof of purchase, and if the
claim relates to the warranty on stain resistance, proof
of compliance with paragraph 1. above, to the following
address:
Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605
3. Upon conﬁrmation by an authorized Trex representative
of a valid claim hereunder, Trex’s sole responsibility
shall be, at its option, to either replace the affected
item or refund the portion of the purchase price paid
by Purchaser for such affected item (not including the
cost of its initial installation). Replacement material will
be provided that is as close as possible in color, design

and quality as the replaced material, but Trex does not
guarantee an exact match as colors and design may
change.
4. THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT COVER AND
TREX SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COSTS
AND EXPENSES INCURRED WITH RESPECT TO
THE REMOVAL OF AFFECTED PRODUCT OR THE
INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT MATERIALS,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LABOR AND
FREIGHT.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE
FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE
SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT (INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT
LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY
WITH RESPECT TO PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT
EXCEED THE REPLACEMENT OF SUCH PRODUCTS
OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation
of incidental or consequential damages, so the above
limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you speciﬁc legal rights, and you may also
have other rights that vary from state to state.
This warranty shall only be applicable and enforceable in
the United States of America and Canada.

TREX TRANSCEND™ LIMITED RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY
For a period of twenty-ﬁve (25) years from the date of
original purchase, Trex Company, Inc. (hereinafter “Trex”)
warrants to the original end-user residential purchaser
(the “Purchaser”) that Trex Transcend™ decking (the
“Product”) will perform, under normal residential use
and service conditions, as follows:
Fade Resistance: The Product shall not fade in color
from light and weathering exposure as measured by
color change of more than 5 Delta E (CIE) units.
The Product is designed to resist fading. No material is
fade proof when exposed to years of UV exposure and
the elements. The Product is designed to resist fading,
and will not in any event fade by more than 5 Delta E
(CIE) units.
Stain Resistance: The Product shall be resistant to
permanent staining resulting from spills of food and
beverage items including ketchup, mustard, salad oils,
tea, wine, coffee, fruit punch, barbeque sauce, grease,
sodas and other food and beverage related items that
would typically be present on a residential deck, or mold
and mildew naturally occurring in the environment,
provided that such substances are removed from the
Product with soap and water or mild household cleaners
after no more than one (1) week of exposure of the food
or beverage to the surface or ﬁrst appearance of the
mold and mildew.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Trex does not warrant
that the Product is stain-proof, and does not warrant
stain resistance resulting from spilled or otherwise
applied food and beverage substances which are not
properly cleaned as provided above within one (1) week
of exposure. In addition, materials not covered in the
stain resistant warranty include abrasive compounds
of acidic or basic pH, paints or stains, strong solvents,
metallic rust or other abnormal residential deck use
items, and non-food and non-beverage substances,
including but not limited to, biocides, fungicides, plant
food, or bactericides. Mold and mildew can settle and
grow on any outdoor surface, including this Product. You
should periodically clean your deck to remove dirt and
pollen that can feed mold and mildew. This warranty
does not cover mold and mildew which is not properly
cleaned as provided above within one (1) week of ﬁrst
appearance.
Residential Purchaser: For purposes of this warranty,
a “residential purchaser” shall refer to an individual
residential homeowner.
Standard Trex Company Limited Residential Warranty:
This warranty is in addition to the standard Trex
Company Limited Residential Warranty that applies to
all Trex products.
Transferability: This warranty may be transferred
one (1) time, within the ﬁve (5) year period beginning
from the date of original purchase by the Purchaser,
to a subsequent buyer of the property upon which the
Product was originally installed.
Exclusions from Warranty Coverage:

Paint Or Other Materials Applied to Trex Transcend
Decking: If paint or other coating materials are applied
to the Product, this warranty will be voided.
Railing: This warranty does not cover Trex Transcend
railing components.
Other Exclusions: This warranty shall not cover any
condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of
the Product and/or failure to abide by Trex’s installation
guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping;
(2) use of the Product beyond normal residential use, or
in an application not recommended by Trex’s guidelines
and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion,
collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting
structure on which the Product is installed; (4) any act of
God (such as ﬂooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning,
etc.), (5) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of
the Product by Purchaser, the transferee or third parties,
(6) any fading or staining not on the walking surface
of the Product (i.e., the underside or the ends of the
Product); or (7) ordinary wear and tear.

is as close as possible in color, design and quality as the
replaced material, but Trex does not guarantee an exact
match as colors and design may change.
4. If a valid warranty claim hereunder is made during
years eleven (11) through twenty-ﬁve (25) after the
original purchase, recovery will be prorated. If Trex is
providing replacement materials, it may elect to replace
the percentage listed below of boards otherwise meeting
the requirements for a claim, or if it is refunding the
purchase price, it may elect to refund the percentage
listed below of the purchase price of boards otherwise
meeting the requirements for a claim.
YEAR OF WARRANTY CLAIM

PERCENTAGE RECOVERY

11

80%

12

80%

13

80%

14

60%

15

60%

16

60%

17

40%

18

40%

19

40%

Procedure for Making a Claim under this Warranty

20

20%

In order to make a claim under this warranty, Purchaser
must do the following:

21

20%

22

20%

23

10%

24

10%

25

10%

1. If the Purchaser is making a claim relating to the warranty
on stain resistance, Purchaser must do as follows:
(a) Purchaser must try to clean the affected area of the
deck by using the cleaning procedures described above
within one (1) week of exposure of the food or beverage
to the Product or ﬁrst appearance of the mold and
mildew.
(b) If the affected area remains reasonably unsatisfactory
after Purchaser has tried these cleaning procedures,
then Purchaser must have the affected area of the deck
professionally cleaned at Purchaser’s expense.
(c) If the affected area remains reasonably unsatisfactory
after the professional cleaning, Purchaser may make
a claim under this warranty, provided that such claim
is made within thirty (30) days after the professional
cleaning.
2. To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser,
or the transferee, shall send to Trex, within the warranty
period referred to above (25 years after date of original
purchase), a description and photographs of the
affected area of the Product, proof of purchase, and if the
claim relates to the warranty on stain resistance, proof
of compliance with paragraph 1. above, to the following
address:
Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605
3. Upon conﬁrmation by an authorized Trex representative
of a valid claim hereunder, Trex’s sole responsibility shall
be, at its option, to either replace the affected item or
refund the portion of the purchase price paid by Purchaser
for such affected item (not including the cost of its initial
installation). Replacement material will be provided that

5. THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT COVER AND
TREX SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COSTS
AND EXPENSES INCURRED WITH RESPECT TO
THE REMOVAL OF AFFECTED PRODUCT OR THE
INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT MATERIALS,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LABOR AND
FREIGHT.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE
FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE
SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT (INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT
LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY
WITH RESPECT TO PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT
EXCEED THE REPLACEMENT OF SUCH PRODUCTS
OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation
of incidental or consequential damages, so the above
limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you speciﬁc legal rights, and you may also
have other rights that vary from state to state.
This warranty shall only be applicable and enforceable in
the United States of America and Canada.
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Exposure to Heat: Direct or indirect contact with
extreme heat sources (over 250 degrees) or may cause
fading and may damage the surface of the Product, and
any effects of such exposure are expressly excluded
from coverage under this warranty.

Surface Damage: Never use metal shovels or sharpedged tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of
the Product. If the surface of the Product is damaged or
punctured, this warranty will be voided.

®

TREX LIMITED COMMERCIAL WARRANTY

Trex Company, Inc. (hereinafter “Trex”) warrants to the original end-user

Trex does not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied

commercial purchaser (“Purchaser”) that, for a period of ten (10) years

warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1)

from the date of original commercial purchase, under normal commercial

improper installation of Trex products and/or failure to abide by Trex’s

use and service conditions, Trex products shall be free from material

installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2)

defects in workmanship and materials, and shall not split, splinter, rot or

use of Trex products beyond normal commercial use, or in an application

suffer structural damage from termites or fungal decay. If a defect occurs

not recommended by Trex’s guidelines and local building codes; (3)

within the warranty period, Purchaser shall notify Trex in writing and, upon

movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting

conﬁrmation by an authorized Trex representative of the defect, Trex’s sole

structure on which Trex products are installed; (4) any act of God (such as

responsibility shall be, at its option, to either replace the defective item

ﬂooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.), environmental condition

or refund the portion of the purchase price paid by Purchaser for such

(such as air pollution, mold, mildew, etc.), staining from foreign substances

defective item (not including the cost of its initial installation).

(such as dirt, grease, oil, etc.), or normal weathering (deﬁned as exposure

®

For purposes of this warranty, a “commercial purchaser” shall refer to any
purchaser other than an individual residential homeowner.

to sunlight, weather and atmosphere which will cause any colored surface
to gradually fade, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (5) variations or
changes in color of Trex products; (6) improper handling, storage, abuse

This warranty shall not cover and Trex shall not be responsible for costs and

or neglect of Trex products by Purchaser, any transferee or third parties; or

expenses incurred with respect to the removal of defective Trex products

(7) ordinary wear and tear.

or the installation of replacement materials, including but not limited to
labor and freight.

No person or entity is authorized by Trex to make and Trex shall not be
bound by any statement or representation as to the quality or performance

This warranty may be transferred to subsequent buyers of the property

of Trex products other than as contained in this warranty. This warranty

upon which the Trex products were originally installed.

may not be altered or amended except in a written instrument signed by

Notwithstanding the foregoing, (a) with respect to hardware for the Trex

Trex and Purchaser.

Surroundings® gate (gate frame, hinges and screws), the term of the

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL,

warranty shall be ﬁve (5) years from the date of original purchase, and

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH

(b) with respect to Trex Decorative Balusters, the limited warranty herein

DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT (INCLUDING

covering the paint coating shall be prorated in the following manner: 100%

BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR

replacement for the ﬁrst 5 years; and 50% replacement for the next 5 years.

OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO DEFECTIVE

To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser, or any transferee,
shall send to Trex, within the warranty period referred to above, a description
of the claimed defect and proof of purchase, to the following address:
Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605

PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED THE REPLACEMENT
OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not
apply to you. This warranty gives you speciﬁc legal rights, and you may
also have other rights that vary from state to state.
This warranty shall only be applicable and enforceable in the United States
of America and Canada.
Copyright © 2010 Trex Company, Inc.

®

TREX LIMITED RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY

Trex Company, Inc. (hereinafter “Trex”) warrants to the original residential

Trex does not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied

purchaser (“Purchaser”) that, for a period of twenty-ﬁve (25) years

warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1)

from the date of original purchase, under normal residential use and

improper installation of Trex products and/or failure to abide by Trex’s

service conditions, Trex products shall be free from material defects

installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2)

in workmanship and materials, and shall not split, splinter, rot or suffer

use of Trex products beyond normal residential use, or in an application

structural damage from termites or fungal decay. If a defect occurs

not recommended by Trex’s guidelines and local building codes; (3)

within the warranty period, Purchaser shall notify Trex in writing and, upon

movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting

conﬁrmation by an authorized Trex representative of the defect, Trex’s sole

structure on which Trex products are installed; (4) any act of God (such as

responsibility shall be, at its option, to either replace the defective item

ﬂooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.), environmental condition

or refund the portion of the purchase price paid by Purchaser for such

(such as air pollution, mold, mildew, etc.), staining from foreign substances

defective item (not including the cost of its initial installation).

(such as dirt, grease, oil, etc.), or normal weathering (deﬁned as exposure

®

For purposes of this warranty, a “residential purchaser” shall refer to an
individual residential homeowner.

to sunlight, weather and atmosphere which will cause any colored surface
to gradually fade, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (5) variations or
changes in color of Trex products; (6) improper handling, storage, abuse

This warranty shall not cover and Trex shall not be responsible for costs and

or neglect of Trex products by Purchaser, the transferee or third parties; or

expenses incurred with respect to the removal of defective Trex products

(7) ordinary wear and tear.

or the installation of replacement materials, including but not limited to
labor and freight.

No person or entity is authorized by Trex to make and Trex shall not be
bound by any statement or representation as to the quality or performance

This warranty may be transferred one (1) time, within the ﬁve (5) year

of Trex products other than as contained in this warranty. This warranty

period beginning from the date of original purchase by the Purchaser, to

may not be altered or amended except in a written instrument signed by

a subsequent buyer of the property upon which the Trex products were

Trex and Purchaser.

originally installed.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL,

Notwithstanding the foregoing, (a) with respect to hardware for the Trex

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH

Surroundings® gate (gate frame, hinges and screws), the term of the

DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT (INCLUDING

warranty shall be ﬁve (5) years from the date of original purchase, and

BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR

(b) with respect to Trex Decorative Balusters, the period of the limited

OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO DEFECTIVE

warranty herein covering the paint coating shall be ten (10) years, and

PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED THE REPLACEMENT

shall be prorated in the following manner: 100% replacement for the ﬁrst 5

OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS

years; and 50% replacement for the next 5 years.

DESCRIBED ABOVE.

To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser, or the transferee,

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

shall send to Trex, within the warranty period referred to above, a description

consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not

of the claimed defect and proof of purchase, to the following address:

apply to you. This warranty gives you speciﬁc legal rights, and you may

Trex Company, Inc.

also have other rights that vary from state to state.

Customer Relations

This warranty shall only be applicable and enforceable in the United States

160 Exeter Drive

of America and Canada.

Winchester, VA 22603-8605

Copyright © 2010 Trex Company, Inc.
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decking and railing:
Trex TranscendTM Tree House & Vintage Lantern

visit trex.com or call 1-800-BUY-TREX
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